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OMMUNIST
subversionand defianceof the law threaten
the very foundations of our society. Perhaps to
somethis maybe considereda "cold" warbut, in reality,
it is an exceedingly"hot" one. It is tragic that too many
of our peopleare not taking the dangersignals seriously.
Thereare those in this country who,through ignoranceor design, confusethe basic issues of our constitutional freedomand muddythe waters of national unity.
With the unprecedentedmaterial advantages of today,
an attitude of complacencyseems to have permeated
the national mindto an almost unbelievable extent.
Thereis a trend of softness toward wrong-doingwhich
can cause irreparable harm. Weare being stifled by
technicalities and by the throwingof roadblocksin the
pathwayof our traditional methodsof justice.
Weneed to dedicate ourselves anewto the perpetuation of our Americanheritage, and to a nationwide
recognition campaignto bring about a renewedappreciation of this heart-stirringheritage. It is disheartening
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that more young people appear to
know the words of popular "soapjingles" than the meaningfu’l words
of "The Star-Spangled Banner." It
is time for all of us to reaGquaint
ourselves with our historical treasures and the moral values which
inspired our forefathers to lead our
country to the pinnacle of world
leadership.
Eleven years ago our country
had just emerged victorious from
a devastating world conflict. As
we then turned our attention to
the problems confronting our Nation, we observed the rapidly growing, menacing two-headed rnonster
of subversion and lawlessness.
During the year 1946, 1,685,203 major crimes ~vere reported by local,
county and state law enforcement
agencies in this country. In January, 1947, Communist Party membership in the United States xvas
recorded as 74,000.
Since 1946, we have made tremendous forward strides in many
fields. Our technological achievements stagger the imagination. Let
us, however, examine our progress
with regard to other problems
which confronted us in that period.
Look at your watch as it ticks
off 12 seconds. In that span a major crime has been committed
somewherein the United States.
Last year a shocking total of
2,563,150 major crimes was reported by the Nation’s police. The
numberis increasing this year. Ac-

tual Communist Party membership has declined. Thus, with an
estimated population increase during the past eleven years of some
thirty million people, it would appear that we are losing the fight
on crime and winning ~:he battle
against subversion. I assure you,
nothing could be further from the
truth. To give up in the war on
crime or to ease up in ~:he battle
against subversion will bring national disaster.
against lawlessness,
discouraging, is not a
hopeless one. Conversely, the subversive movement today actually
presents a far more deadly menace
than the Communist Party membership figure would indicate. Even
bearing in mind the well-known
communist claim that for every actual dues-paying memberthere are
ten or more individuals prepared
and anxious to do their bidding,
the total still may not appear too
formidable. Yet, history tells us of
the devastation which a handful
of fanatics strategically placed can
bring. When we dismiss the menace of communismas the activity
of a small dissident group, we
moveinto a "fool’s paradise."
Whatever the surface indications
of Party discord, the FBI investigations have shown that there is a
hard core of conspiratorial
Reds
unaffected by Party differences and
controlled by the heavy hand of
Moscow. As long as this under-
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cover "apparatus" exists, the communist threat cannot be brushed
aside as trivial or fanciful. It is a
continuing, aggressive force constantly at work to suborn and subvert the Americanpeople:
The United States is hamstrung
by maudlin sentiment of some and
sinister designs of others. Forces
have been at work in the United
States since the illegitimate birth of
atheistic communism, which seek
to weaken and destroy us. Soviet
Communist Party leader Nikita
Khrushchev,in fact, reiterated this
goal when he predicted in his wellpublicized June television interview that your grandchildren
would live under the heel of communist socialism. The influence of
the subversive conspiracy has been
almost unbelievable--reaching deep
into practically every walk of life.
To gauge the effectiveness of this
campaign, we need only to note
the widespread and vociferous
clamor raised whenever our government attempts to deal firmly
against the subversive threat.
Certain organizations obviously
dedicate their efforts to thwart the
very concepts of security. They
vehemently oppose methods to gain
this security and it is obvious that
their aim is to destroy it. They
protest that they are fighting for
freedom, but in reality, they seek
license. They hypocritically
bar
communists from their membership, but they seem to hate all persons who abhor communists and
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communism. They claim to be anticommunist but they launch attacks against Congressional legislation designed to curb communism. They distort and rrrisrepresent and ridicule the Government’s
security program. They lobby and
exert pressure on the leaders of
Government both in the Legislative and Executive Branches.
Some such organizations
are
supported by tax-exempt funds.
Others are infiltrated
by a hard
core of propagandists--small
but
articulate--whose real aims do not
represent those of the hundreds of
otherwise well-meaning Americans
who are supporting such organizations. The recent campaign to
open the files of the FBI is a case
in point. The refusal to recognize
the right of the public welfare and
the proper use of commonsense
result too often in a prostitution of
the law in favor of evil.
Sadly, the cult of the pseudo-liberal, which is anything but liberal, continues to float about in the
pink-tinted atmosphere of patriotic irresponsibility
and remains
strangely silent when another Nation such as Hungary is pillaged,
plundered, and reduced to virtual
serfdom by barbaric communism.
pseudo-liberal in this counEveRY
try should look inside his heart
and give heed to the destruction he
may be bringing upon the very
country that permits him to enjoy
this very freedom of thought.
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You must labor under no misconception concerning the true nature of the enemy of the free
world. Over the years the FBI has
been a frequent target of the communists and their dupes; chosen
points of attack for the phony
"liberals," the fellow traw.qers and
those of similar ilk. There is no
better patriotic recomrnendation
than to be attacked by obstructionists such as these. It is equally possible to be proud of one’s enemies
----or to be proud of the reasons for
their enmity.
To dismiss lightly the existence
of the subversive threat in the
United States is to deliberately
commit national suicide. In some
quarters we are surely doing just
this. It would be the worst kind
of folly to allow the spy and subversive immunity through technical rather than logical interpretation of the law, while they plot the
destruction of our democratic form
of government.
The American
communists and their dupes and
fellow travelers are the skirmishing lines of the Soviet conspiracy
against our Nation. An underground movement, composed of
hard-core, fanatical, dedicated communists, and their brain-~vashed
followers, is doggedly at work in
our country today.
Now, as never before, the propaganda drums of peaceful coexistence are being sounded throughout the world. The startling events
of the past several months have, as

in the case of Hungary’, reminded
the world that drums of the Kremlin are cunningly camouflaged war
drums, tuned to deceive the gullible
and naive.
As Lenin, the present idol of
Khrushchev and his cohorts, said,
"We do not believe ~n external
morality and we expose all fables
about morality." Lenin’s instructions include low blows, brass
knuckles and spikes. Play it dirty
or you are not a communist. In
every trouble spot on the face of
the globe, Lenin’s injunctions are
being followed. Communists shift
from violence, and threat of violence, to rely upon division, enticement and duplicity.
FOR the new-look melody of
A~our
home-grown advocates of
traitorous deceit, we need only examine the outcome of the Sixteenth National Convention of the
Communist Party of the United
States last February to see that
their aims have not chznged, that
this conspiratorial group’s fundamental adherence to the Party line
has remained steadfast and that
this small odorous animal has not
lost the white stripe on its back
after all.
Despite the Party’s claims of independence from Moscow, let us
look at its February National Convention, one of the most carefully
rigged fraudulent
shows ever
staged. There it gave the.. lie to the
masters of the "big lie." It retains
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its old name, traditional organization and the majority of its old
leadership. In addition, it reaffirmed its adherence to the basic
concepts of Marxism-Leninism. It
refused to take a stand against the
rape of Hungary, against tyranny
and anti-Semitism in the Soviet
Union. At no time did it disavow
its dependence upon or loyalty to
the Soviet Union.
The Russian conspirators smile,
then frown; they zig, then zag,
but they never really deviate.
Bloody world revolution is their
final goal. They regard America
as the Nation which must be destroyed. Do not doubt it.
As dedicated
Americans,
we
must be eternally
vigilant;
we
must continue to face the facts of
life and exert every effort to alert
our fellow citizens to the perils of
public apathy. To be preoccupied
with the dangers of possible atomic
destruction
and to forget the
deadly dangers facing us from
within are folly indeed.
There is today a vicious movement to undermine the traditional
spiritual and moral principles of
our Nation. Freedom, divorced
from authority and discipline, is a
frightening thing and is the first
step to total moral degeneration.
Worship of God, dependence
upon God’s guidance and prayer
to Godhave been characteristics of
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American life since the early decades of the 17th century.
TIMEis opportune to reinTHE
form America of the inspiring
story of our glorious democratic
history of liberty, freedom,, tolerance and justice. Wemust pass on
to our young people the greatness
that is America’s. Wemust remind
all of our citizens of the wealth of
our Nation’s moral and spiritual
treasures. By reflecting upon the
glories of our past, we can advance together to even greater
heights of achievement in the future.
Wecan eradicate the blighting
slums of juvenile crime and repel,
by our own excellent example of
united strength, the threats of subversive destruction. In moral and
spiritual issues, there can be no
neutrality.
An informed citizenry, alert to
guard our heritage, will guarantee
strengthened sinews and heightened resolve that our flag on high
will never be replaced with the
butcher-red emblem of barbarous,
godless communist slavery. Ours
must ever be the glorious red,
white and blue symbol of American freedom and liberty.
Weare today challenged to fortify the moral and spiritual bulwarks of our country. It must
start with the individual.

FromMr. Hoover’stoo little, publicized speech be]ore the National Convention
o] the .4merican Legion.
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East Side Manhattansatisfies the requirements ]or a site that
is a "’sufficient distance ]rom the nearest large metropolis.’"
SITE selection xvork of the
THE
United Nations Headquarters
Commission began with the decision at Londonin 1945 to limit the
choice of site to the east coast of
the United States. Having considered over fifty localities in the
United States,
the Permanent
Headquarters Committee began a
detailed study of twenty-six loca12

tions in the Westchester-Fairfield
area north of NewYork City. The
committee report, submitted in
August of 1946, recommended five
sites, each carefully analyzed,
based on the assumption that the
United Nations would require approximately 2, 5, 10, 20 or 40
square miles ok land. The committee subsequently prepared eqnally
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